CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter will draw a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. Based on the analysis done by the writer, the first it concludes that Lena Haloway’s characterization is represented as a student in Quincy Edwards High School and she was eighteen years old. In term physical appearance looking face, long and beautiful hair, small waist with height 158 cm. In terms personality, Lena is described as Christian, kind, and optimist person but also hated rat. Therefore, the writer concludes that Lena is characterized as an attractive in Pandemonium novel by Lauren Oliver.

The second is finding about the external and internal conflicts that faced by Lena Haloway. Lena Haloway faced four of external conflict. The first is Lena’s conflicts with Scavengers. The second is Lena’s conflicts with Regulator. The third is Lena’s conflict with Raven and the last Lena Haloway against nature. Most of the external conflicts faced by Lena Haloway is physical conflict.

Lena Haloway’s conflict with Scavenger begin when she follows the great campaign of DFA organization. The explosions happened after Thomas Fineman, finished delivering his speech. Lena gets attack by the Scavengers and she fights against them. Lena runs away into underground tunnel but the Scavengers found her and bring her into the room in underground tunnel. Lena was kidnapped in lock room with Julian Fineman. Lena and Julian were able get out of the room use a knife and Tack’s direction from the Book of Shhh which he gives before the campaign begin in her bag. Lena uses it to open the door and get out the room.
Lena and Julian run away from the lock room but the Scavengers was able pursued them. The fight against happened between them and the Rat-Man saved Lena and Julian.

The conflict with the Regulator happened after Lena and Julian saved by the Rat-Man and find the salvage on the surface and decides to stay there. The conflict happened in the morning. Everything has exploded, the regulator scrambled through the door and breakthrough the walls and she lost Julian. Lena tries to fight against but useless because they are too many. A Regulator handcuffed her and forced her out of the shelters. Out of the shelters Lena faced another Regulator she was panicked and hopeless. Then, a Regulator bring her away from the police and another Regulators. The Regulators bring her into some place meet up with Raven and Tack.

Lena was saved from the Regulators but she lost Julian Fineman. The conflict between Lena and Raven is more likely verbal conflict. Lena very angry with Raven, she shocked after hearing the explanation that the uprising which occurs during the great campaign of DFA had been planned, she did not expect if Raven and Tack know that scenario. Lena is burning with anger, emotion, after knowing all the truth of what happened on her. Lena lost Julian and feels sad, their togetherness when they were kidnapped bring love for Lena. Julian gets lethal injection punishment because he was infected delirium. Lena more angry with Raven after heard that news. Lena refused to follow Raven move to North, she wants to save Julian from the punishment she went to the hospital the place for Julian’s execution. Lena thinks she can save Julian without any help from
Raven or Tack but she cannot do nothing, Lena only can see Julian from the distance. Suddenly, Raven comes to saved Julian, Lena was happy knowing that and their relationship being good again.

Lena Haloway also faced conflict with nature when she fled from Portland in the wild away into the forest. Beside that the live of the Invalid is very different with Portland and it makes she feels tortured. The hurricane also attack the settlement.

Lena faced internal conflict in her new life. Lena feels odd with her new world in the Wilds. Lena feels regret having crossed the border fence with Alex. She does not have anything, no family, home or destination, the Wilds was not her world. Lena always remembered her life in Portland and all the beauty. On the other hand she tried to push the memories of her past with Alex and her best friend Hana. Lena tried to chase away her old life and buried deep. Try to not regret the past anymore.